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Abstract
Software engineering tools based on Graph Transformation techniques are becoming available, but
their practical applicability is somewhat reduced by the lack of idioms and design patterns. Idioms
and design patterns provide prototypical solutions for recurring design problems in software engi-
neering, but their use can be easily extended into software development using graph transformation
systems. In this paper we brieﬂy present a simple graph transformation language: GReAT, and
show how typical design problems that arise in the context of model transformations can be solved
using its constructs. These solutions are similar to software design patterns, and intend to serve
as the starting point for a more complete collection.
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1 Introduction
The practical application of Graph Rewriting and Transformations (GRT) [4]
is contingent upon the existence of mathematically well-founded, yet easy-
to-use tools on one hand, and on the real-world engineering experience and
knowledge about the use of the techniques on the other hand. With the
arrival of the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [3], GRT is about to become
a technology that could be widely used in the industry. Although there have
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been a number of GRT tools developed [13,14,17,18], few tools have been used
on practical development projects, and even less engineering experience has
been accumulated and documented about the use of these tools.
In the vision of MDA transformations applied to the artifacts produced
during the design of software are an integral and essential part of the de-
sign process. As these transformations must be performed on design models
(which are typed multi-graphs in the most general sense), GRT techniques are
applicable.
A language to write graph transformation programs in (and thus imple-
ment model transformations) should have a well-deﬁned, yet simple syntax
and semantics. However, there are common recurring tasks in model trans-
formations that should not be directly supported by the language. Rather,
they should be available as well-documented, reusable idioms and design pat-
terns that solve recurring design problems. The diﬀerence between the two is
that idioms are restricted to an application domain, while design patterns are
domain-independent. In this paper, ﬁrst we describe GReAT, a visual trans-
formation language that supports explicitly sequenced graph transformation
and rewriting operations. Next two domain-independent design patterns are
described, followed by a description of a non-trivial idiom. The ﬁnal sections
discuss related and future work.
2 GReAT
The transformation language used to demonstrate the design patterns and id-
ioms is Graph Rewriting and Transformation language (GReAT) [7,9]. GReAT
is based on the theoretical work of graph grammars and transformations
[4,5,6] and belongs to the set of practical graph transformations systems, like
AGG[14], PROGRES[13], FUJABA[17] and VIATRA[18]. GReAT can be
divided into three parts: (1) domain speciﬁcation and heterogeneous transfor-
mations, (2) graph transformation language, and (3) control ﬂow language.
In graph transformation programs nodes and edges are typed, and these
types form a type system that we call a domain. PROGRES schemas and type
graphs in AGG are proprietary formats for the speciﬁcation of the graph do-
main. We chose UML [1] class diagrams and the Object Constraint Language
(OCL) [2] for such a speciﬁcation because it is standardized and is at least as
expressive as both schemas and type graphs. UML has been previously used
for domain speciﬁcation in FUJABA while MOF like model graphs have been
used in VIATRA.
In practical graph transformation programs there is a need for working
with multiple domains, and associations that cross-cut domains. Figure 1(a)
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(a) Hierarchical dataﬂow (b) Flat dataﬂow
Fig. 1. Metamodels HDF and FDF
Fig. 2. A meta-model that introduces cross-links
shows a UML class diagram that represents the domain of hierarchical data
ﬂow networks (HDF), Figure 1(b), represents a ﬂat (non-hierarchical) dataﬂow
language (FDF). The HDF and the FDF will serve as an example later.
In this paper, graph transformations are deﬁned as transformations that
manipulate graphs within the same domain, while graph rewriting is deﬁned
as a mapping between two diﬀerent domains. A design challenge for GReAT
was to provide a uniform syntax and semantics for both. The problem was
tackled by allowing the user to compose source and target metamodels via
deﬁning temporary vertex and edge types that can span across multiple do-
mains and will be used only during the transformation. For example, Figure
2 shows a metamodel that deﬁnes associations/edges between HDF and FDF.
By composing the domains using temporary cross-links we are able to tie the
diﬀerent domains together to make a larger, heterogeneous domain that en-
compasses all the domains and cross-references. This approach is similar to
reference nodes and edges in VIATRA[18].
The heart of GReAT is the graph transformation language. It was inspired
by many previous eﬀorts such as [4,5,6]. It deﬁnes the basic transformation
entity: a production/rule. A production contains a pattern graph, in which
each pattern object: a vertex (or an edge) conforms to a type: a class (or
an association) from the metamodel. Each pattern object has an attribute
that speciﬁes the role it plays in the transformation: (1) bind : the object is
used solely to match objects in the graph. (2) delete: the object is used to
match objects, but once the match is computed, the objects are deleted. (3)
new : new objects are created after the match is computed. The execution of a
rule involves matching every pattern object marked either bind or delete. The
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Fig. 3. Example rule with patterns, guards and attribute mapping
pattern matcher will return all possible matches for the given pattern graph
and host graph. Then for each match the pattern objects marked delete are
removed and then the objects marked new are created.
Guards are pre-conditions speciﬁed by OCL constraints (see Figure 3).
Guards are evaluated on the match before the actions are applied. ”Attribute
mapping” (AM) is a procedural speciﬁcation to provide values to attributes
of newly created objects and/or modify attributes of existing objects, and is
executed after the transformation is applied. In Figure 3, each object in the
pattern graph refers to a class in the heterogeneous metamodel, and should
be matched to a graph object that is an instance of the class represented by
the metamodel entity. The new action is denoted by a tick mark (NewChild),
and delete is represented using a ”cross” mark. Our action speciﬁcation is
similar to erasers and creators in Groove [20], or to diagram elements marked
destroy and create in FUJABA [17].
GReAT has a high-level control ﬂow language built on top of the graph
transformation language with the following constructs: (1) pivoting and (2)
sequencing [8].
Pivoting is an optimization technique that provides an initial binding for a
set of pattern objects to the host graph objects. This eﬀectively restricts the
search space of the pattern matching to start from the context of the initial
binding. In GReAT, ports are used to support pivoting (see In and Out icons
in Figure 3). Input ports provide the initial match to the pattern matcher
while output ports are used to extract graph objects from the rule so that
they can be passed along to the next rule. The rules thus operate on packets,
which are deﬁned as sets of (port, host graph object) pairs.
Explicit sequencing of rules and a high-level control ﬂow language allows
the precise control of transformations. The control ﬂow language supports the
following features: (1) sequencing (rules are ﬁring in the speciﬁed order) (2)
non-determinism (execution order of “parallel” rules is non-deterministic), (3)
hierarchy (compound rules can contain other rules), (4) rule reuse (the same
rule can be called from diﬀerent parts of the transformation speciﬁcation), (5)
recursion (a high-level rule can (directly or indirectly) call itself), (6) test and
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case (a branching construct to choose between control ﬂow paths).
Sequencing is used to specify an order of execution for a set of transfor-
mation rules. For example, Figure 5 shows a sequence of rules, “HasCom-
ponents” and “Call: CollectPrimitives” are executed sequentially which is in
parallel with the rule “IsPrimitive”. Story diagrams [19] in FUJABA have
a similar sequencing construct. Hierarchy is also shown in Figure 5, where
the above mentioned rules are all contained in a compound rule called the
“CollectPrimitives”.
A test/case construct is used to choose between diﬀerent execution paths.
Figure 10 shows a test called “TestProxyExistence” that contains two cases
“HasProxy”, which is evaluated ﬁrst, and “NoProxy”. For a detailed discus-
sion of these constructs please refer to [7] and for the formal semantics of the
language please refer to [9].
3 Patterns and Idioms for Reusable Graph Transfor-
mations
Each transformation pattern/idiom will be described in a uniform way with
the following structure: (1) Motivation: a problem, where the need for the
pattern arises. (2) Applicability: the general class of problems where the
pattern is applicable. (3) Structure: the abstract speciﬁcation of the pattern.
(4) Beneﬁts: the advantages of applying the pattern. (5) Known uses: a
set of transformations where the pattern has been known to be applied. (6)
Limitations: a set of limitations to the applicability of the patterns.
Though these design patterns are applicable to a broad variety of trans-
formations, a single motivating example is used to demonstrate the need for
the pattern: the ﬂattening of hierarchical dataﬂow (HDF) to a ﬂat dataﬂow
(FDF) representation. In Figure 1(a) the meta-model of the HDF has been
presented with primitives that capture dataﬂow behavior, and compounds
that are only used for encapsulating other components. The aim is to convert
the tree structure of HDF to an FDF representation (see Figure 1(b)) while
preserving the dataﬂow connectivity. A simple algorithm is the following: (1)
collect all primitive nodes and copy them to FDF, (2) trace the dataﬂow con-
nection from each port in each primitive to a corresponding target primitive
port, (3) replace this trace by a single dataﬂow association in FDF.
3.1 The Leaf Collector Pattern
Motivation: In step 1 of the HDF ﬂattening algorithm, a requirement is to
collect all leaf nodes in the hierarchy. For example, in Figure 4, given the root
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Fig. 4. An HDF model
Fig. 5. Collecting primitives in HDF
component C we need to ﬁnd all leaf primitives P121, P11, P21, P22. Figure
5 shows the rules that collect all the primitives in a given HDF hierarchy.
The top level rule “CollectPrimitives”, gets as an input the root object of
the hierarchy. It calls “HasComponents” that collects all direct children and
on each child a recursive call to “CollectPrimitives” is made. If the input
to “CollectPrimitives” is a primitive, then the “IsPrimitive” rule will succeed
and its input will be passed to the output. At the end of the recursion, all
primitives will be available at the output of the top level call.
Applicability: From a starting object, traversal of a particular kind of
directed association is required till leaf objects are reached. Leaf objects are
deﬁned as objects, from which the association cannot be traversed further.
Structure: The participants of this pattern are shown in Figure 6. The
“GetDirectNeighbors” rule collects all the direct neighbors of the input object.
The “IsLeaf” rule identiﬁes if the input object is a leaf. This is achieved by
a pattern with pattern cardinality equal to zero (see arrow in “IsLeaf”). A
cardinality of zero on a pattern edge means that no such edge should exist
between the two objects. In other transformation languages this is referred
as a negative pattern edge. This implementation of “IsLeaf” is more general
than the one seen in the dataﬂow example.
Beneﬁts: The traversal scheme and the leaf recognition are independent
of each other. Leaf collection and leaf processing can also vary independently.
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Fig. 6. The structure of the Leaf Collector pattern
Known Uses: (1) hierarchical statemachine to ﬁnite statemachine trans-
formation to get all leaf states, (2) Matlab’s Simulink/Stateﬂow to hybrid
automata transformation. Starting from a Simulink port to ﬁnd all ports at
the end of the dataﬂow connection chain. For example, in Figure 4, given port
O121, it would ﬁnd O21 and O221. (3) Embedded Systems Modeling Language
(ESML) [15] to Task Network Architecture (TNA) transformation to collect
all hierarchical tasks.
Limitations: Can be applied only to graphs without cycles.
3.2 Transitive Closure
Motivation: In the FDF a data dependency analysis needs to be performed.
For such an analysis the transitive closure [16] of the dataﬂow connection needs
to be found. Figure 7 shows the transformation to compute the transitive clo-
sure on FDF. The ﬁrst step of the algorithm is to ﬁnd all neighbors of those
FDF components that do not have any incoming associations (source). This
is achieved in “FindSource” using the zero cardinality association pattern.
Then the next neighbors are used as the initial value for the “TransitiveClo-
sureStep”. In one “TransitiveClosureStep”, given a set of components, all
their next and previous neighbors are found. If there is no association from
the previous neighbor to the next neighbor, a new association is created be-
tween them. The “TransitiveClosureStep” is called again with the set of next
neighbors as input.
Applicability: When the transitive closure of a graph needs to be computed.
Structure: In the general case the type of the association and the type of
the vertex can be changed to suit the requirements of the problem.
Known Uses: Has been used to perform reachability analysis on ESML
models [15] and other distributed and parallel systems.
Limitations: Can only be applied to directed acyclic graphs (dag). Pre-
processing steps can be taken to convert an arbitrary graph into a dag by
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Fig. 7. Transformation rules to ﬁnd the transitive closure
Fig. 8. UML class diagram of a general distributed system
reducing all strongly connected components to a single vertex.
3.3 The Proxy Generator Idiom
This section will discuss the proxy generator design idiom, which is also
reusable, but is restricted to a particular problem domain.
Motivation: A model for a distributed service based system (DSBS) is
shown in Figure 8. The distributed system (System) is composed of multiple
processors (Processor), each processor hosts diﬀerent objects (Object), and
objects may request service (Request) from other objects. An object could
be a proxy (Proxy) of a remote master object (Master) on a local processor,
and such a relationship could be represented by the association Distribute
between two objects. Therefore a proxy is a placeholder for another object
and provides access control to it. In such distributed systems, in order to
reduce network traﬃc as well as to abstract network communication from
object interactions, we can use proxies on each processor to represent remote
components locally. This optimization can be performed by identifying the
need for proxies using static analysis methods on the object network, and then
automatically generating them.
Figure 9 shows the transformation that identiﬁes the need for proxies and
creates them. For each Master, Client pair, such that the Client needs to
make requests on the remote Master, the ﬁrst step is to determine whether
the Master has a proxy on the client’s processor. This is done in “TestProx-
yExistence”. If it succeeds in ﬁnding a proxy, then “AssociateWithProxy” is
called, which replaces the request to the master with a request to the local
proxy. Otherwise, “CreateProxy” is called, which creates the equivalent proxy
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Fig. 9. Transformation rules for the proxy generator idiom
Fig. 10. TestProxyExistence
(a) CreateProxy rule (b) AssociateWithProxy rule
Fig. 11. Create and associate proxy
on the client’s processor, followed by a call to “AssociateWithProxy”.
Step 1. Determine proxy presence on local processor: This is
achieved using a test called “TestProxyExistence” depicted in Figure 10. It
has two cases, “HasProxy” which checks the existence of a proxy for the
Master on the client’s processor. If “HasProxy” is successful, the Master,
Proxy and Client are passed to the “AssociateWithProxy” rule. Otherwise
the “NoProxy” case is called, that always succeeds and will pass the Master,
Client pair to the next rule.
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Step 2. Create the proxy (optional): In the rule “CreateProxy” as
shown in Figure 11(a), given the Master and Client, a Proxy is created on the
client’s local processor along with a Distribute association with the Master.
The newly created Proxy, its corresponding Master and the Client are passed
to the “AssociateWithProxy” rule.
Step 3. Migrate the services: In the rule “AssociateWithProxy” as
shown in Figure 11(b), given the Master and the corresponding Proxy, the
Client ’s request to the Master is replaced by the Client ’s request to the Proxy.
Applicability: In any distributed system where remote interactions need
to be abstracted and optimized. These interactions could be service/request,
event source/sink, and dataﬂow interactions. The idiom can be used to per-
form a static analysis on a network of distributed objects for optimization, or
can be used at runtime when the need for remote interaction arises.
Structure: In the general case the idiom has three distinct tasks. (1) Given
a master-client pair, test for the presence of the proxy. (2) If a proxy is present,
remove the client-master association and create a client-proxy association. (3)
If a proxy is not present, ﬁrst create a proxy and link it with the master, then
remove the client-master association and create a client-proxy association.
Beneﬁts: The pattern separates the proxy identiﬁcation, proxy creation
and proxy association steps such that each can be modiﬁed independently.
Known Uses: Used in the Embedded System Modeling Language[15].
Limitations: The proxy generator idiom expects a client and master pair
with a ”Request” between the two.
4 Related Work
Software design patterns have been documented since the early 1990’s. [10] is
considered the ground-breaking work on design patterns.
Graph transformations have been proposed to automate the application
of software design patterns. [11] describes an approach which uses graph
queries and graph rewriting rules to apply software design patterns. In [12]
the suitability of Graph Rewriting Systems (GRS) for the speciﬁcation and
execution of complex transformations on the static aspects of design is argued.
Examples in the paper illustrate how GRS can be used to implement the design
transformations proposed by MDA. These approaches try to automate the
application of software design patterns. Whereas this paper tries to discover
transformation design patterns that are solutions to common transformation
problems and can be used while designing graph transformations.
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5 Conclusions
We have shown how the idea of design patterns applies in the context of graph
transformation programs. We demonstrated the concept using two (domain-
independent) design patterns and one (domain-dependent) idiom. We believe
that documenting design patterns in this manner is useful for practitioners of
graph transformations and we call the community to contribute to this body of
knowledge. Further research in this area could lead to comprehensive compi-
lation of design patterns and idioms that could be used to educate developers
using the graph transformation technology.
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